We report a novel photo-polymerization technique of well-defined three-dimensional (3D) layer-by-layer structures by twophoton absorption (TPA) in resins. By changing the structural parameters such as the rod diameter, pitch (intra-rod distance in plane) and angular orientation between neighbor planes different lattice types can be accomplished. This enables a systematic investigation of optical properties of photonic crystals (PhCs) made by TPA photo-polymerization. The solidified skeleton of PhC can be utilized as a mold to infiltrate solidifiable dye. Selective removal ofthe solidified resin can yield in a reverse PhC structures. When the defect-layer(s) are introduced into PhC during fabrication the PhC may act as a high-quality microcavity. A defect mode has been observed for the first time in thus-fabricated structures. Laser-microexplosion fabrication is another promising technique for the PhC and optical memory applications. To achieve an opening of a full-bandgap the media of high dielectric constant is of request (a high dielectric contrast is necessary).
Introduction
There is an increasing requirement for the simple prototyping technologies' enabling the fabrication of sub-pm structures. The photo-polymerization as one of the branches of micro-stereolitography2'3 (pSL) is a promising technique to fabricate fine structures (smaller that the optical diffraction limit) by the use of optical field enhancement in the vicinity of a conducting tip4 (planar fabrication) or by the scanning a focal point of light inside resin, where photoinduced polymerization is taking place via linear or multi(two)-photon absorption,5 which allows threedimensional (3-D) fabrication with high resolution.
Another issue, the photonic crystals (PhCs),6 is closely related to the microfabrication, and only now, more than after a decade the concept was introduced, the PhCs operating in visible emerge.7'8 This is primarily due to the adaptation of (sub)micro-technology, which made breakthrough. One particular aspect of photonic bandgap (PBG) effect9 is of interest, namely, a control over a spontaneous emission (Purcell effect predicted in l946),'° which is promising for a number of applications, such as, existence of localized, propagating and diffusion (incoherent propagating) fields,' polarization change in emission,12 selective filters for light detectors,'3 etc. The spontaneous emission rate can be increased by a factor of 3A3Q/4E2 V in the cavity of the volume V, here Q is the smallest from the two, the cavity quality Q = w'2w and the material's "quality" Q = A/LU defined by its linewidth zU. This number represents the ratio of the density of photonic states in cavity and in material and additionally depends on the refractive index of material. This dependence can be expressed by a factor I/n.3 The introduction of a defect of the volume A3 into a PhC lattice can be seen as creation of a micro-cavity in which the spontaneous emission is coupled into the only available photonic mode and the emission is enhanced as long as Q is large. First experimental observation of the Purcell effect was published in l998.'
The introduction of the defects in PhCs leads towards light localization, waveguiding,'5 PBG extension in disordered PhCs (the consequence of the effects of PBG and Anderson localization),'6 delay in the light propagation'7 to mention Wavelength (nm) Fig. 1 . Absorption spectra of Nop800 resin diluted in 1-methoxy-2-propanol up to 1 wt%. Thickness of solution was 1 cm. Fabrication wavelength was 398±7 nm (pointed by arrow). The aim of the present study was to f.tbricate welldefined 3-D patterns inside resin by two-photon absorption (TPA) using fs-pulses with the eventual task of fabrication the PhC structures employing layer-by-layer technique and introduce the defect layers inside the stack. This shows that iSL can he considered as a tool for PhC fabrication and that after affordable improvement the visible region of operation can be reached.
Experimental
Laser setup used for photo-polymerization was fsTi:sapphire laser with regenerative amplifier (Spectra Phi'sics), which delivered up to 0.6 W at 795 nm and were operating at I Hz-I kHz repetition rate. The second harmonic of these pulses was introduced into microscope with oil-immersion (the refractive index of the oil was n, -1.515) objective lens of xlOO magnification and numerical aperture (NA 1.35) and was used for fabrication inside a resin A'opcocure 800 (hereinafter Nop800) from San Aopco (the refractive index of the resin was 15-1.6).
which is based on the acrylic acid ester. The fabrication patterns were pre-programmed and the high resolution (< 5 nm steps in XYZ) piezoelectric stage with the optical shutter were controlled accordingly. U nsolidified resin was removed by the development in acetone, where structures were soaked for 10-20 mm.
Results and Discussion
Typical absorption spectra of Nop800 resin is presented in Even at the current state the Ph( structures can he fabricated as we reported recently" 2-fl PhC was made of layer-by-layer structure.' It has a symmetry of face centered tetragonal (fct). When c'a . the lattice cart be deried from face centered cubic (fcc) unit cell with a basis of, two rods, here c is the period of stucture along K0() I) and a is the intra-rod distance in one plane. For the laser fabrication. commonly, we have c 'a '2r. where r is the diameter of the rod. Fabrication pulse energy was 90 nJ pulse at irradiation point and was slightly higher than the threshold of photopolymerization at 70 niipulse. This allowed to fabricate most tiny structures, since the polymerization is taking place only at the apex of the intensity profile of a laser pulse. The focal spot size can be evaluated as diameter of the Airy disk of diffraction pattern for round aperture (objective lens), where 86% of the light intensity is concentrated (Gaussian beam is considered). This gives 1 .22JNA 374 nm for aberration-free optics. A mismatch in refractive indexes between immersion-oil/cover-glass and resin is the possible source of the large features in the fabricated structures (an actual rod diameter was less than I pm). The movement of the sample on a translation stage and the repetition rate of laser were adjusted in such a way that Ca. 7-10 nm overlapping was made between adjacent pulses to make PhC of layer-by-layer PhC fabricated in Nop800 using 398 nm irradiation (TPA fabrication). The defect-plane, which is the 10th plane (from total 20) with the missing every second in-plane rod is presented in (a).
shown in Fig. 3 . Another source of the larger rods in diameter than might be expected from the focusing optics is the partial polymerization by linear absorption, which is not negligible in the vicinity of the focal point, where light intensity reaches <1 031 photons/cm2s.
The transmission spectra of this 2-D PhC was measured by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR, ValorIIJ/Micro2O, Jasco) and showed pronounced PBG effect at around 2500 cm' (or 0.3 1 eV on energy scale). It can be seen that the larger the distance between rods the PBG effect is pronounced better (the dip in transmission is larger), probably, due to the better development and removal of the unsolidified resin.. The spectra had been normalized by the transmission of the uniformly solidified bulk resin. The transmittance dips under the normal incidence were at wavenumbers of 2550, 25 10, and 2450 cm for a I .2, 1.3, and I .4 pm, respectively (N2 was flowed through the entire light path to suppress the disturbance from the absorption by H20 and CO2 during FTIR measurements). The corresponding wavelengths were located inside the transparency window of the resin. An increase in the wavelength of transmission dip versus lattice constant was interpreted by the fact that frequency scales as I/n in a medium of refractive index, n. The mean dielectric constant increased with filling ratio of resin, which accordingly depends on the lattice constant. When the every second rod was missing in the 20-rods stack the defect-related mode was observed inside PBG ofPhC (Fig. 5) .
PhC can be constructed by packing the microexploded holes, "atoms," into 3D lattice in silica.2' intuitively the holes resembled the atoms in Thomson atom model, and therefore we call these structures inlayed-"atom"-like PhCs, which were made by positioning and translating the focal point of the laser irradiation inside silica. Each "atom" was written in a single laser shot. By using a NA I .35 objective lens near-spherical voids were obtained and the high reproducibility of their shape was favored by the high stability of the laser pulse output. Since the microexplosion occurs only at the focal point where MPA is taking place, the voids can be spatially arranged freely. Different photonic lattices were realized just by varying computer-aided design program. As an example, one (1 1 1 ) plane of fcc-lattice is shown in (Fig. 6 ). The entire crystal was created through a layer-by-layer stacking of(l I I) planes.
To testify photonic bandgap effect, a transmission spectrum was measured (Fig. 6b) Wavenumber (cm) measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM, Seiko Instruments SPI300) was larger than 250 nm used in calculations. In order to measure the void diameter, the sample was polished up to the depth of maximum opening of the voxel. The lateral size of the voxel might be altered by polishing and, also, the measurement by AFM must be dc-convoluted from the tip's profile, which is not known:
that is why we haven't fixed ci in the simulation to the value measured by AFM. I .2/3-D photonic lattices consisting of cylinders can be acquired by stacking microexplosion rods. A direct application to 3D PhC' is. layer-by-layer structure, in which adjacent layer is turned by an fixed angle, e.g. 90°, and the nearest layers with the same orientation are niade with the half period offset. 2D triangular lattice has the best geometry for achieving a full in-plane band gap for both E-(electric field parallel to the cylinder axis) and H-(magnetic field parallel to the cylinder axis) polarizations as have been shown theoretical ly and experimentally.24 Approximately 10% transmission dip for H-polarization occurred at a wavenumber of4 100 cm', while that for E-polarization was less pronounced and located at 4000 cm*' A perfect air rod structure with refractive index difference of 1.45 (air-silica refractive index difference) should permit a full bandgap, i.e., light propagation is forbidden in all direction (in-plane for the 2D periodic lattice) if a sufficient filling ratio was offered. The filling ratio, / is the percentage of the total volume which is occupied by a dielectric and, in the case of rigid dielectric rods layer-by-layer Ph('s, is expressed as f i-/4a. However, the diameter of the cylinder was smaller than necessary, while reducing the line spacing or increasing the rod diameter (by increasing the laser power) would lead to a distortion of cylinders.
Conclusions
The f's-pulse-induced polymerization is available br 3-I)
fobricationprototyping and fabrication of Ph('s ('or infrared spectral region around 4 .im. The optimization of resins and development procedures is expected to shift the operation wavelength towards the optical communication window at 1.3-1.55 1m. This spectral region is also accessible by the fs-microfabrication in solid state materials by micro- 
